
The Crown as Head of State in Political Crises
in the Postwar Commonwealth
In the postwar Commonwealth, the role of the Crown as the head of state has
been crucial in navigating and resolving political crises. With a diverse range of
nations, each with their own constitutional arrangements, the monarchy has
played an integral part in upholding democratic principles, ensuring constitutional
stability, and fostering harmony among member states. This article explores the
significance of the Crown's role in political crises within the Commonwealth,
examining specific instances where the monarchy's intervention has been pivotal.

The Commonwealth and Its Diverse Political Landscape

The Commonwealth is an association of 54 nations, many of which were former
territories of the British Empire. While each member state has its own unique
political system, the common thread among them is the shared constitutional link
with the Crown. The role of the monarchy differs from country to country, ranging
from constitutional monarchies to parliamentary republics. However, the Crown's
presence as the symbolic head of state remains significant, especially during
times of political turmoil.

Case Studies

Canada: The Crown's Mediation in the Quebec Referendum Crisis

In the 1995 Quebec referendum, where the province of Quebec in Canada voted
on whether to secede from the country, the Crown's involvement played a crucial
role in maintaining the unity of Canada. Queen Elizabeth II, as the Queen of
Canada, sought to ensure a fair and democratic process by encouraging dialogue
between the federal and provincial governments. The Crown's impartiality and



respect for democratic values helped mitigate tensions and allowed for a peaceful
resolution even in the face of a potential constitutional crisis.
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Australia: The Dismissal of Prime Minister Gough Whitlam

In 1975, Australia faced a severe political crisis when the Governor-General,
representing the Crown, dismissed Prime Minister Gough Whitlam. This
unprecedented action caused widespread controversy and constitutional debate.
The role of the Crown, through the Governor-General, was crucial in preserving
constitutional order and ensuring a peaceful transition of power. Despite the
public outcry, the monarchy's intervention ultimately helped uphold democratic
principles and maintained stability within Australia's political system.

Jamaica: The Role of the Monarchy in Post-Independence Politics

Jamaica, like many other Commonwealth nations, gained independence from
British colonial rule. Since then, the Crown has continued to play a significant role
in Jamaican politics. During times of political crises, the monarchy's presence as
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the symbolic head of state has reassured citizens and provided a sense of
continuity. The Crown's influence has helped foster peaceful transitions of power
and maintain political stability, especially during times of partisan divisions.

The Crown as the head of state in the postwar Commonwealth has been
instrumental in navigating political crises, upholding democratic principles, and
ensuring constitutional stability. Through various case studies, we have seen how
the monarchy's impartiality, respect for democratic norms, and ability to mediate
have helped resolve potentially explosive situations peacefully. The presence of
the Crown as a unifying figure among member states fosters a sense of shared
identity and serves as a reminder of the importance of democratic values in times
of political turmoil.
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This book examines how the Crown has performed as Head of State across the
UK and post war Commonwealth during times of political crisis. It explores the
little-known relationships, powers and imperial legacies regarding modern heads
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of state in parliamentary regimes where so many decisions occur without
parliamentary or public scrutiny. This original study highlights how the Queen’s
position has been replicated across continents with surprising results. It also
shows the topicality and contemporary relevance of this historical research to
interpret and understand crises of governance and the enduring legacy of
monarchy and colonialism to modern politics. This collection uniquely brings
together a diverse set of states including specific chapters on England, Scotland,
Northern Ireland, Sri Lanka, Malaysia, Brunei, Ghana, Nigeria,
Zimbabwe/Rhodesia, Australia, Tuvalu, and the Commonwealth Caribbean.
Viceregalism is written and conceptualised to remind that the Crown is not just a
ceremonial part of the constitution, but a crucial political and international actor of
real importance.
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